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Patriotic Electric Lifts
WheelChair Carrier takes pride in introducing our new line of patriotic electric lifts designed to
salute all those who have served our country, fought to endure our freedom, and those who would like to
show their support for America. May God Bless America!

US208P has a pocket
for Mid- Drive
Mobility devices to
rest in for secure
travels.

All of our
electric lifts
include our new
Switch Box
which allows
operation of the
lift while resting
in your mobility
device.

Platforms are now E-Coated and Powder Coated for long lasting durability!
Model US208P Mid Drive Power Chair
Product Specifications
Weight Capacity: 350 lbs.
Overall Length: 48” of usable platform
Overall Width: 28”
Total Weight of Lift: 104 lbs.
Loading Ramp: Either side
Warranty: 3-Year Transferable
Ground Clearance: 24” of possible ground clearance
Built in Pocket for securing your Mid Drive Chair

Model US208S Scooter Electric Lift
Product Specifications
Weight Capacity: 350 lbs.
Overall Length: 48” of usable platform
Overall Width: 28”
Total Weight of Lift: 104 lbs.
Loading Ramp: Either side
Warranty: 3-Year Transferable
Ground Clearance: 24” of possible ground clearance

Our patriotic electric carrier comes in both power chair and scooter platforms. Loading and
unloading is a breeze from either side of the platform. Our electric carriers are fully powered. Just
press the button and the lift does all the work! Our new switch box allows you to operate the lift
while still sitting comfortably in your mobility device. Also includes 2 retractable ratchets for
securing the chair and one wire harness. Additional ratchets (sold separately) for power chairs are
suggested. Class 2 or Class 3 adapters available. Swing Away option for easy rear access is also
available for any electric lift.
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